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By acknowledging…the
difference between males
and females… we can raise
the bar on the effectiveness
of all philanthropy.
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‘

As we know from long
and indisputable experience,
investing in women and girls
has a multiplier effect on
productivity and sustained
economic growth.

,

– UN Sectretary-General Ban Ki-Moon
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The primary aim of
every organisation is
to be effective. This is
particularly true in the
social sector, where we use
other people’s money to pursue our goals.

• Naomi Milgrom AO for her gift of $500,000 to the Florey
Neuroscience Institute to redress the imbalance of women
at the upper levels of science through the creation of a
fellowship for female scientific team leaders;

I can proudly report to our funders and sponsors that,
through our activism, their support has been leveraged
into a flow of funds to women and girls which will be 10
times greater than the funds invested in us.

• D
 r Catriona Wallace for establishing a fund for literacy
programs for girls under 18; and

Furthermore, research carried out for us by the Australian
Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies at QUT
indicates that 32% of the 100 private donors and foundations
surveyed intend to increase their funding for women and
girls next year.
The generous amount of space given to our activities by
the media also promotes the case for funding by making
the community more conscious of gender difference and
female disadvantage.
Despite our promotion of the gender lens, we cannot yet
claim that all philanthropists are asking grant seekers to
be ‘genderwise’ in their activities. According to the QUT
survey, most funders of mainstream (ungendered) causes
indicate that they assume that their funding benefits females
equally with males. Yet experience indicates that unless
the different circumstances of each sex are considered in
the design and implementation of a project, it will be less
effective, and women (or girls) may derive less benefit.
This applies in the arts, in medical research, in education,
in sport and in many other areas of social activity.

• Julia Ross, who after selling her business has become
a Founding Donor of the Sydney Women’s Fund;

• our own new board member, Janine Garner of the Little
Black Dress Group, who has established a Giving Circle
that will focus on education and employment opportunities
for disadvantaged young women.
As our secretariat is so small, it has been a demanding year
for our CEO and each member of the Board. During the
year, Carol Schwartz AM resigned from the Board but
through the Trawalla Foundation continues her generous
financial and in-kind support for the Network.
At our AGM two of our inaugural Board members retired.
Deputy Chair Sam Meers (Nelson Meers Foundation) and
Georgina Byron (Snow Foundation) have both made enormous
contributions. We also farewelled Julia Keady, our inaugural
CEO, who has put us on the map and contributed so much
to our achievements. We welcome Julie Reilly who will be our
new CEO in 2012 and thank our Board member Carolyn
Munckton for acting as CEO in the interim.
We welcome to the Board Janine Garner and Steven
Rothfield who, together with his wife, has a fund with
the Australian Community Foundation and is well
known for his commitment to Indigenous issues.

In some circles, funding women and girls is still controversial.
We applaud the ongoing generosity of members of our
Network who individually or through their foundations
give to organisations that invest in women and girls, and
the many women and men who give their time their skills
and their talent at the coal face in the not-for-profit sector.

I thank the Pratt Foundation, ANZ Private and Trustees,
Mecca Cosmetica, Arnold Bloch Liebler, GMK Partners
and Fleur Spitzer for their ongoing support.

In particular, we salute the following women who have
demonstrated courageous leadership in this area:

I thank the Board members for their hard work and look
forward to another fruitful year in which we catalyse even
greater philanthropic investment in women and girls.

• former board member Carol Schwartz AM for
founding and funding the Women’s Leadership
Institute dedicated to bringing more women into
top level decision-making;
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We acknowledge and thank Her Excellency, the GovernorGeneral Ms Quentin Bryce AC, who is the Patron in Chief
of the Network.

Eve Mahlab AO
November 2011
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CEO’S REPORT
If we thought 2010 was a big year for Women
Donors, 2011 presented the Network with a number
of new opportunities and landmark milestones,
including the launch of Australia’s first research to
map the current levels of philanthropic investment in
women and girls. The year started with the organisation
solidifying its vision, mission, core beliefs and values.
We identified key pillars which articulate our core
functions and shape our activity:
• to ‘Inspire Change’
• share best practice materials in our ‘Knowledge
Centre’
• conduct reliable ‘Research’
• provide ‘Networking’ and learning opportunities, &
• continue building ‘Connection’ in our community
to enable the funding of projects
Let me take you on a journey through the five pillars
and bring to life some of the wonderful outcomes
from the year.
NETWORKING
2011 International Guest
The year will finish with our international guest
Abigail E. Disney speaking at a Gala Dinner and
Film Night in Melbourne and Sydney, and also a
Philanthropy Masterclass in both cities. Abigail is
one of the world’s most exciting social activists,
working as a film-maker, hands-on philanthropist
and also using her time and voice on many boards
including the Global Fund for Women. The events
are expecting more than 500 guests including the
US Ambassador to Australia, and some outstanding
media coverage is expected including features with
Good Weekend/The Age and ‘7.30’ on ABC TV.
Changing Lives Over Lunch
In an effort to continue outraging, inspiring and
enabling the philanthropic community, we launched
a series of lunch events during 2011 covering a
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range of issues from HIV/AIDS (‘Warrior Women’)
to Indigenous affairs (‘Funding with Cultural and
Gender Integrity’), and the affects of contemporary
pornography on our youth (‘Eroticising Inequality’).
The concept was to take one social issue and unpack
it with a gender lens, with the audience primarily
being existing or potential female and male donors.
During 2011, across Melbourne and Sydney, the
Network conducted seven lunches attracting more
than 150 guests. While the concept is educational,
it also ended up becoming a connection tool and
some of the organisations profiled made new
connections with potential new funders.
Smart Women, Smart Philanthropy
After the success of the philanthropy workshops
with Tracy Gary last year, we launched the first of
a series of philanthropy workshops for women.
Series One was titled ‘Am I ready to set up a charitable
foundation’ and was designed in conjunction with
Women Donors’ principal sponsor ANZ Private and
Trustees. Philanthropy advisor Teresa Zolnierkiewicz,
from ANZ Trustees, led the conversation among
women in both Melbourne and Sydney.
INSPIRE CHANGE
Media Coverage
By the year’s end, the Network will have attracted
approximately 20 hits in mainstream media including
mentions or features in BRW Magazine, The Australian,
The Age, Australian Financial Review, Melbourne
Weekly Magazine, as well as ‘The Circle’ on Network
Ten and a radio interview with Geraldine Doogue on
Radio National. A snapshot of the media coverage
appears on page 11.
E-Newsletters
In 2011, the Network started using Constant Contact
to generate its monthly e-newsletters to the Network,
which continued to bring to life new projects on the
Online Project Showcase, share good news stories
Australian Women Donors Network
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from the sector, promote industry events and provide
articles and information that continued to outrage,
inspire and enable our community. The newsletters
continue to average about 35% opens and 30-40%
click-throughs and are reaching the Network’s
database of 1600 subscribers.
Public speaking
Eve Mahlab, Mary Crooks and Julia Keady represented
Women Donors at a number of speaking opportunities
throughout the year including the Lyceum Club with
Dr Helen LaKelly Hunt, ‘Celebrating Women Social
Entrepreneurs’ on International Women’s Day,
Rotary Club of Melbourne and the Local Government
Grantmakers Network. The total audience reach
of these activities was about 300 women and men.

CONNECTION
Online Project Showcase
The Showcase now features more than 70 projects
and is slowly becoming recognised in the industry
as a place to find a myriad of quality projects that
have a focus on women and girls. In March, the first
official match took place where the Becher Foundation
funded a $20,000 program (a safe house for women
in Cambodia) posted on the Showcase by the International
Women’s Development Agency. The success lies not
only in the project being funded, but it provided
IWDA with a new funding relationship with the Becher
Foundation. The Showcase was featured
in media interviews on radio, television and print
during 2010, and continues to be the most popular
section of the website based on web hits. Refer to
page 7 for more information on the matches.
Other Connections
2011 was the year for new funding relationships to
emerge, notably with the Sydney Women’s Fund,
which has been able to attribute about $3.5 million
of new sub-funds and/or bequests with a specific
Australian Women Donors Network

focus on funding for women and girls. Much of this
new funding can be attributed to the Women Donors
activities. Alongside this, through the three women’s
funds being involved in ‘Changing Lives Over Lunch’,
the women’s funds have been able to involve their
existing and potential donors which is translating into
more support and new support for their programs.
RESEARCH
2011 Inaugural Research
In early 2011, a sub-committee of board directors
and myself set out on the task of identifying the
best ways to map out the current level of philanthropic
investment in women and girls from Australian
donors and foundations. The idea was then to use
this research to provide benchmark data for the
sector, and also use it to measure our success over the
coming years. We received a research grant
from the Australian Centre for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Studies (ACPNS) at Queensland University
of Technology, and proceeded to work with the
inimitable Dr Wendy Scaife and her team to bring
to life ‘Mapping Australia’s Philanthropic Investment
in Women and Girls’. One of the most notable
findings was that 33% of respondents plan to
increase their giving to women and girls in the
future. Refer to page 10 for more information.
KNOWLEDGE CENTRE
Giving Circles
We know that women enjoy ‘giving together’,
so in 2011 we looked at all the current materials
available on setting up a giving circle and decided
to create an Australian version with real-life case
studies. Thank you to Seri Renkin who worked with
us on bringing to life the step-by-step guide which
now features on our website. Thank you also to the
three women’s giving circles for sharing their stories
and process with us, so that others may learn and
initiate their own giving groups.
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Website
The website is a critical aspect for Women Donors,
and in March we received a new-look website
with thanks to Paul Banks from Regional Reach
for interpreting our design preferences and needs,
and for providing his expertise pro bono! We hope
to see the website become the leading destination
in Australia on the rationale for investing in women
and girls, with evidence, links, articles, donor stories,
success stories and research.
Ambassadors for Change
This concept was launched in February in an effort
to showcase local donors and foundations who are
leading the way by investing in women and girls.
So far, we have eight donors including Angus White,
Carol Schwartz, Tracey Steggall, Harold Mitchell,
Joan LeFroy, Geoff Manchester and Colin Tate.
Australia, unlike other countries, does not have a
culture of individuals talking about their philanthropy
in public, so we are extremely thankful to these men
and women for offering to put their names and
photographs on our website and sharing their
reflections and ambitions with us.
Another great project for Women Donors will come
to life in early 2012 with the creation and launch
of an Investor’s Guide that provides the Australian
context, rationale and case studies to further assist
the philanthropic community with understanding
the need for, and the success that comes from
using gender inquiry.
RECOGNISING OUR SUPPORTERS
Another year of success stories is simply not possible
without a community of support. We thank our Principal
Partners, the Pratt Foundation, Trawalla Foundation,
ANZ Private and Trustees. We also acknowledge the new
support of MECCA Cosmetica led by founder and
CEO Jo Horgan – a great champion of our work.
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We acknowledge Her Excellency, the GovernorGeneral Ms Quentin Bryce AC, who is the
Patron-in-Chief of the Network. Industry support
does not go unnoticed and we acknowledge the
Victorian Women’s Trust, Sydney Women’s Fund,
International Women’s Development Agency,
Philanthropy Australia, ProBono Australia among
many organisations who have assisted us in
reaching our goals this year.
The Network is also supported by some of the most
talented and responsive volunteers and suppliers,
the latter who all provide either reduced rates and/
or pro bono services to the Network. A full list of
supporters appears on page 12.
IN CLOSING
As inaugural CEO of Women Donors, I look back
on 2011 and 2010 with much pride on all we have
achieved together. We are paving new ground in
Australia by encouraging the philanthropic community to
be bold and brave about the application of gender
inquiry. For some it is normal practice, while for others
it is a new concept. There is room for everyone to
embrace gender sensitive philanthropy at their own
pace, and I will continue to encourage patience and
understanding as we help instil a new set of values
in how we all think about effective philanthropy.
I smile when I think back on all the conversations
with private and corporate donors which have
reminded me of what a warm, inclusive and
giving country we live in. Thank you to all who
have supported me in this role, from the Board
through to volunteers, industry supporters and my
family. I wish Women Donors all the very best for 2012
and beyond, and look forward to staying a friend of
the Network.
Julia Keady
28 October 2011
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PROJECT SHOWCASE

ONLINE PROJECT SHOWCASE
SUCCESSFUL MATCHES
Hear from donors who have successfully used the
Showcase tool in 2011
THE BECHER FOUNDATION:

THE KIMBERLEY FOUNDATION:

‘

As a foundation that relies on our own research
in order to find relevant projects and organisations
we regularly check the Women Donors Network’s
Online Project Showcase. It is a terrific tool which
we used successfully this year (2011), finding a
project which matched both our specific funding
area and our budget. The showcase is easy to use
and information about the organisations and the
projects is clearly set out and easy to access.

,

‘

The Becher Foundation supports projects in developing
countries as part of its commitment to social justice.
We prioritise projects that improve the lives of women
and girls, recognising that this is one of the more
effective strategies to reduce poverty. The Becher
Foundation looks for high-quality projects that
are a good fit with its social justice priorities and
we immediately found a project of interest through
the Showcase. It was a simple process for us. Once
we’d seen the Banteay Srei Safe House project that
the International Women’s Development Agency
had posted on the Showcase, we got in touch,
sent our guidelines and asked for an application.
IWDA were efficient and professional in their
response. Once we’d reviewed the application we
were delighted to fund it for the full amount of
$20,000 requested.

,

AND A GRATEFUL RECIPIENT…
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY:

‘

We were delighted when the Becher Foundation
approached us as a result of seeing the project
listed on the site, and invited us to apply for funding.
The women we work with in Cambodia are excited
that the vital space they operate (for women who
have experienced domestic violence and/or trafficking) is
secure until the end of this year, and IWDA has made
a new connection with a funding organisation that
recognises the value of women-focused programs.

,
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OUT & ABOUT

OUT & ABOUT WITH THE NETWORK

‘

The Women Donors Network lunch series and
other one-off events have allowed us to deepen
engagement with current supporters and
introduce and connect with new ones. We have
connected with several new donors as a result
of these events, including one who was looking
for a suitable project to support with a $10,000
legacy from a relative. The Online Showcase
has been a great additional means of profiling
projects in need of funding, and has resulted in
$20,000 support for a Safe House in Cambodia
from a foundation we would otherwise not have
connected with. Women Donors Network have
assisted in promotion of events, and activities
we have undertaken through their website and
e-news networks.

,

– Anne Frankenberg, Deputy Director, IWDA

‘

I went to the event feeling rudderless,
ineffectual and a bit overwhelmed about
what to do next. After the presentation I
realised that I was “reflecting” - an important
part of the philanthropic journey, and a place
I will come back to again from time to time.
The event has helped me to see that I have
been aiming too low! One of the best things
about the lunch was meeting other women
and seeing that everyone has similar issues. It
is great to see that there are other women out
there from whom to learn and
with whom to share.

,

- Emma Mackey, Lawyer and Consultant
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ABIGAIL E. DISNEY

GEARING UP FOR OUR 2011
INTERNATIONAL GUEST ABIGAIL E. DISNEY

‘

It’s never been more important to confront the
persistent inequities facing women and girls around
the world than at this moment. Why? For one thing,
the injustice has simply gone on for too long and we
can no longer continue to believe we are a civilized
society when half of us continue to suffer at the
hands of the other half. But more than this, we have
never been at a moment of greater opportunity.
More money and resources and political will
influence has lined up in our favor than ever before,
and if we let this moment pass, we may not see one
like it for generations. And it is media that is the key
to making the world change once and for all and
for good. The unique ability film has to open and
change the hearts of men and women alike offers a
powerful tool for making permanent change.

ABIGAIL E. DISNEY
Australian Women Donors Network

,
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RESEARCH

2011 INAUGURAL RESEARCH
The Key Findings of the Research were:
•  100 responses representing $90 million of
grant-making in 2009-2010 (totalling nearly
5000 grants across all causes).
•  615 (12% of all grants) went to organisations/
projects specifically targeting women and girls.
•  32% plan to increase their funding to women
and girls in the future.
•  44% will maintain their current funding to women
and girls.
•  Sample divided on whether they believe half
of their grant funds reach women and girls.
•  Half of the respondents said they did not target
women and girls because they were covered in
general funding.
•  10% said they couldn’t find suitable projects
for women and girls.
MAPPING AUSTRALIA’S PHILANTHROPIC
INVESTMENT IN WOMEN AND GIRLS
‘Mapping Australia’s Philanthropic Investment
in Women and Girls’, was commissioned by
the Australian Women Donors Network (Women
Donors) and conducted by the Australian Centre
for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies (ACPNS)
at Queensland University of Technology.
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•  Most give less than 20% of their funds to women
and girls, although one third give at least 40%.
•  Of sample projects detailed, median grant
was $10,000; most common project was for
education/employment then health; most
commonly for children/young women, then
mothers; and mostly in Australia, then Asia.
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IN THE MEDIA
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OUR SUPPORTERS
Thank you for helping us promote increased
investment in women and girls.
This list includes companies, organisations and
individuals who have supported the Network
during 2011. We are grateful to those who
have provided us with support.

PRINCIPAL PARTNERS/SPONSORS
ANZ Private and Trustees
ANZ Trustees
Trawalla Foundation
Pratt Foundation

CORPORATE SUPPORTERS
Mecca Cosmetica
Greenstone Group
Arnold Bloch Liebler
GMK Partners Pty Ltd
Regional Reach
Admin Angels
ANRIC
Perfect Events
Progressive PR
JDL Print Solutions
Louise Brinkmann Design
Lauren Moca Design

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
Philanthropy Australia
Giving West
Pro Bono Australia
Melbourne Community Foundation
Sydney Community Foundation
Sydney Women’s Fund
Victorian Women’s Trust
International Women’s Development Agency
Australian Jewish Funders Network
Our Community
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Women Moving Millions
Women’s Funding Network
Koorie Heritage Trust
Sydney Theatre Company

SUPPORTERS & VOLUNTEERS
Fleur Spitzer AO
Candace Ohanessian
Kris Honey
Tanya Hosch
Seri Renkin
Princess Kasune Zulu
Belinda Collins
Maree Crabbe
David Corlett
Dr Wendy Scaife
Katie McDonald
Alex Williamson
Venetia Taylor
Kirsten Hicks
Annie Fogarty
Genevieve Timmons
Dr Catriona Wallace
Jacquelene Macarthur
Danielle Bombardieri
Natalie Miller/Nova Cinema
Annie Fogarty
Mandy Milledge
Janine Garner
Amy Johnstone
Linda Fitzhardinge
Sinead Clifford
Inga Young
Emma Mackey
Carolyn Falcone
Annette Chaitman
Lea-Anne Ashley
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